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ABSTRACT 
IMPROVED NUMERICAL QUADRATURE OVER GENERAL TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
DOMAINS UTILIZING CURVATURE-BASED DOMAIN DECOMPOSTION 
by Eva Lynn Camino 
December 2012 
Herein we improve upon QUAD2D, an algorithm for numerical quadrature on a general 
two-dimensional domain presented by James Lambers [I]. QUAD2D eliminates the error 
of approximation inherent in general polygonal methods due to the variance between an 
estimated polygon boundary and the domain boundary. The QUAD2D method achieves 
quadrature accurate to within machine precision for sufficiently smooth integrands, but has 
two weaknesses which are addressed in our proposed curvature based algorithm. The first 
weakness is that the boundary node location method utilizes a one-dimensional change of 
variable, causing it to be dependent on domain orientation. The second is that the domain 
decomposition results in some regions along the domain boundary edge including points 
outside the domain. Subsequent integration over these regions evaluates the integrand at 
points outside the domain where it might not even be defined. In regions where this occurs 
a correction is required. Our Curvature based Method (CBM) makes improvements to 
the QUAD2D algorithm addressing these weaknesses. The CBM boundary node location 
method utilizes a two-dimensional change of variable enabling the algorithm to be indepen-
dent of domain orientation. The domain decomposition method also ensures that all regions 
to be integrated are inside the domain. 
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NOTATION AND GLOSSARY 
General Usage and Terminology 
The notation used in this text represents fairly standard mathematical and computational 
usage. In many cases these fields tend to use different preferred notation to indicate the same 
concept, and these have been reconciled to the extent possible, given the interdisciplinary 
nature of the material. In particular, the notation for partial derivatives varies extensively, 
and the notation used is chosen for stylistic convenience based on the application. While it 
would be convenient to utilize a standard nomenclature for this important symbol, the many 
alternatives currently in the published literature will continue to be utilized. 
The blackboard fonts are used to denote standard sets of numbers: lR for the field of real 
numbers, C for the complex field, Z for the integers, and Q for the rationals. The capital 
letters, A,B, · · · are used to denote matrices, including capital greek letters, e.g., A for a 
diagnonal matrix. Functions which are denoted in boldface type typically represent vector 
valued functions , and real valued functions usually are set in lower case roman or greek 
letters. Caligraphic letters, e.g. , V, are used to denote spaces such as V denoting a vector 
space, J-C denoting a Hilbert space, or 3' denoting a general function space. Lower case 
letters such as i, j , k , l , m , n and sometimes p and d are used to denote indices. 
Vectors are typeset in square brackets, e.g., [·],and matrices are typeset in parentheses, 
e.g., (·). In general the norms are typeset using double pairs of lines, e.g., 11 · 11, and the 
absolute value of numbers is denoted using a single pairs of lines, e.g., I ·I· Single pairs of 
lines around matrices indicates the determinant of the matrix. 
The proposed algorithm utilizes computer code referenced in the body of this document 
and will appear in typewriter type. and several variables used that code are also refer-
enced and will appear in mathfont for clarity. Tables summarizing of each pertinent code 
or variable name follows. 
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Table J· Code Names and Function 
Code Name Function Performed 
IntDD Main program 
getboundnode Defines domain, calls getbn 
getbn Locates boundary nodes (tfix) 
getintnode Locates interior node(P3) 
getilim Determines Jacobian and variables needed for integration 
IntDBU Integrates each DBU using Gaussian quadrature 
gaussnw Determines nodes and weights for Gaussian quadrature 
quadinterpweights Calculates weights for Gaussian quadrature 
quadaussnodes Calculates nodes for Gaussian quadrature 
IntBTri Prepares BTri for integration 
GeoDbu Verification of DBU Theoretical Area 
intersect Determines line intersection for locating P4 and P3 
IntGBtri Integrates each BTri and ITri using Gaussian Quadrature 
getfd Determines signed distance function needed in distmesh2d 
getfh Determines edge length needed in distmesh2d 
inp Determine if points inside P3 polygon 
distmesh2d Determines ITri T and pint 
IntiTri Prepares ITri for integration 
DomAreaTh Calculates Theoretical Domain Area 
FEMuc Triangulates Unit Circle for comparative method 
FEMploterrorvsnodes Plots results of above 
Vlll 
Table 2: Variable Names and Description 
Name Description of Variable 
tfix the t values defining each boundary node 
t4 midpoint of right and left t value defining boundary nodes in a DBU 
Pf ix the boundary nodes vector 
x(t ), y(t), r(t) Horizontal, vertical and radial parametric function 
tint Interval on which the domain is defined [0,2n ] 
p Point on the domain boundary 
Pt Right DBU boundary node 
p2 Left DBU boundary node 
p3 DBU Interior Node 
p4 Point on secant line of DBU where DBU is divided 
Ps Point on the boundary curve where DBU is divided 
Psb Left BTU vertex 
p6 right BTU vertex 
P? BTU vertex on boundary curve 
p9 first ITU vertex 
PIO second ITU vertex 
Ptt third ITU vertex 
ni, no Inner, Outer node quantity for Gaussian quadrature. 
A User specified parameter, default=0,25, controls DBU vertex depth 
r Angle between left or right DBU side makes with local x-axis 
e Angle line through PI P2 makes with global x-axis. 
Ple Point intersection of line through boundary where w is 0 
Pl0 Point on left edge of DBU (right form also) 
Jl Jacobian for left side of DBU (right form also) 
w Vertical parameter(local c.s), distance above P3 vertex (local c.s) 
t Angular parameter (global c.s), horizontal parameter (local c.s) 
Wt (t) Lower integration limit for DBU integration 
w2 (t) Upper integration limit for DBB integration 
frop Equation of top line for ITU or BTU integration 
!Left Equation of left line for ITU or BTU integration 
hO Initial mesh spacing in Distmesh 
Ktol Curvature Tolerance 
Ktot Total Curvature 
K Curvature 
trot Angular rotation used to test domain orientation independence 
tstep Step size used to locate boundary nodes 
T Triangle indices for ITU from Distmesh 
Pint Points of Triangle indices for ITU from Distmesh 
Doml Total Integral Value for Entire Domain 
DAth Theoretical Domain Area 
Error Measure of Algorithm Accuracy 
n n Number of nodes, or index in summation 
nfe Number of Function Evaluations required in integration I I 
_, 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The proposed curvature based method (CBM) improves upon prior methods for domain 
decomposition and integration of a function f (x ,y) of a general two-dimensional domain. 
Domain decomposition breaks down the domain into regions over which j(x,y) can be 
integrated using numerical quadrature. There are various methods that can be used to decom-
pose the domain. In some methods there is an approximation of the domain boundary with 
chords between the boundary nodes, as in Finite Element Analysis (FEM) [3]. This linear 
approximation of the domain boundary excludes a portion of the domain and is a source of 
error. The QUAD2D [ 1] algorithm by Lambers eliminates this soure of approximation error 
and achieves an integration accuracy that is within machine precision for sufficiently smooth 
integrands. This is done by including the area between the secant line and the domain bound-
ary in the Domain Boundary Units (DBU), the regions along the domain edge. Utilizing 
a secant line based boundary node location criteria QUAD2D classifies the secant line as 
either mostly vertical or mostly horizontal and then performs a one-dimensional change of 
variable that replaces y or x with t respectively. The domain is decomposed into domain 
units that include all areas between the domain boundary and the secant line. This method 
has two drawbacks. The first is the inclusion some areas are outside the domain, which 
requires a correction. In these areas the integration evaluates the integrand over regions 
that are outside the domain where the integrand may not be defined. The second drawback 
is that the boundary node location criteria is not independent of domain orientation. The 
proposed curvature based algorithm uses a curvature based boundary node location criteria 
that is independent of the domain orientation and only evaluates the integrand over regions 
inside the domain. 
In Chapter 2 background information is introduced about general polygonal approxima-
tion methods, such as Finite Element Analysis (FEM), and describes the improvements that 
QUAD2D makes to eliminate the approximation error inherent in these methods. The two 
drawbacks of QUAD2D are described. In Chapter 3 the proposed curvature based method 
is explained and specific detail is provided as to how this method addresses the drawbacks 
of QUAD2D. Algorithms are detailed and the test domains are described. In Chapter 4 a 
summary of integration results, images of final domain decompositions, and an accuracy 
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and efficiency comparison of the curvature based method and prior methods are provided. 
Chapter 4 also contains conclusions and a discussion of future work. The Appendix provides 
integration results for each test domain shape. 
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Chapter 2 
BACKGROUND 
The domain under consideration is a general two-dimensional domain described by a 
parametrized closed curve with a piecewise C2 boundary. 
General Polygonal Approximation and QUAD2D [I], will be improved upon in the 
proposed Curvature Based Method. Polygonal Domain Decomposition begins with boundary 
node location along the boundary and subsequently the domain is decomposed into domain 
units. The shape of the domain units varies by method of decomposition. Each domain unit 
is then integrated and the integration values for each unit are summed for a final domain 
integration value. 
2.1 FEM Domain Decomposition 
General polygonal approximation such as in Finite Element Analysis decomposes a domain 
into triangles with a uniform boundary node spacing. Regions in the domain outside the 
triangles edges but inside the boundary are excluded from the domain decomposition and 
introduce error into the approximation. 
2.1.1 FEM Boundary Node Selection 
An initial boundary node spacing along the domain boundary with FEM approximation 
results in approximation error from the region between outside the triangle element and 
the domain boundary segment. If this approximation error is not acceptable, subsequent 
reductions in the boundary node spacing, will refine the triangular mesh and allow the 
approximation to achieve the desired error. Refinement increases the quantity of the bound-
ary nodes and reduces error, but substantially increases the computational expense and the 
condition number of the stiffness matrices used in the FEM analysis. This refinement is 
demonstrated for a unit circle domain in Figure 2.1 and results are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 2.1: FEM Iterative Node Reduction With 6, 11 , 200 and 1000 Boundary Nodes. 
2.2 FEM Integration 
Integration of each triangle is summed for a total domain integration. As the number of 
nodes and hence the number of triangles increase, so does the rounding error associated 
with the integration. There are two cases of approximation error. If the triangles along the 
boundary are outside the domain boundary a positive error is introduced. If the triangles 
along the boundary are excluding some area that is inside the domain then a negative error 
is introduced. For a domain such as a unit circle, there would only be negative error, but 
for a domain with inside and outside curves, there would be negative and positive error as 
shown on the left and right sides of Figure 2.2 respectively. 
Figure 2.2: FEM Basic Boundary Unit Excludes Area Between Secant and Boundary. 
2.3 QUAD2D Method 
In the QUAD2D method, improvements utilize a non uniform boundary node spacing and 
domain decomposition that captures the entire domain without excluding any domain area 
and subsequently eliminates the error of approximation. It should be noted that in QUAD2D 
the Domain Boundary Unit is a the region between the secant line from adjacent boundary 
nodes, and the domain boundary curve. It is a "curved sliver" shaped unit and does not 
include the triangle as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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·-// ~ Correction 
Internodal Chord 
Domain Boundary -----DBU 
Figure 2.3: A QUAD2D Basic Boundary Unit Requires Correction for Inside Curve. 
2.3.1 QUAD2D Boundary Node Location 
In QUAD2D, a non uniform boundary node spacing is based on slope of the secant line 
between every pair of adjacent boundary nodes along the domain boundary. The boundary 
node location method is orientation-dependent due to classification of the slope of the secant 
line as either mostly horizontal or mostly vertical with respect to the orientation of the global 
domain y and x axis. The classification determines for each DBU which dimension the 
change of variable will be in prior to one dimensional integration over the boundary unit. If 
the DBU is classified as mostly vertical, then they variable be changed to the parameter 
t. This classification changes depending on the orientation of domain. This method also 
requires a correction when the secant line is outside the domain boundary. The DBU region 
on which the function is integrated is bounded by the secant line and the portion of boundary 
curve between adjacent boundary nodes. If boundary curve has positive curvature in this 
region forming an outside curve, then the evaluation of the integrand over this region is 
correct. If any portion of this boundary curve in this region has negative curvature, forming 
an inside curve, then the evaluation of the integrand over this region is incorrect because 
it evaluates the integrand over a region where it may not be defined. In these regions a 
correction required. Because the boundary node spacing is not uniform, QUAD2D has a 
reduction boundary nodes when compared to use of a uniform spacing as with FEM. 
2.3.2 QUAD2D Domain Decomposition 
The domain is then decomposed into domain units along the boundary and triangles in the 
interior. The outer boundary domain units include the entire region between the secant line 
and the domain boundary. The polygon units inside the outer boundary are decomposed into 
triangles. 
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2.3.3 QUAD2D Integration 
Gaussian quadrature is employed for integration of Domain Boundary Units (DBU) and 
the inner polygon units using a standard integration routine. Domain Boundary units are 
integrated in one dimension, with QUADPACK. This utilizes a minimum of 21 inner and 
21 outer quadrature nodes be used in the integration of each DBU which resulted in 441 
function evaluations for each DBU. Integration of the interior triangular units also with 
QUADPACK utilized 6 outer and 6 inner quadrature nodes, which resulted in 36 function 
evaluations for each interior triangle unit. The integration results for each type of unit is 
summed for a final integration value that is within machine precision for sufficiently smooth 
integrands. We define bn as the number of boundary nodes, which is equal to the quantity 
of DBU, and we define in and the total number of interior nodes as the number of unique 
interior triangle vertices that are not also boundary nodes. The total number of nodes for the 
domain as n = bn +in. It follows that the number of function evaluations (nfe) is defined as 
nfe = 441 * bn + 368 *in. The quantities nand nfe are be used for comparative purposes 
against FEM and the proposed Curvature Based Method (CBM). 
2.3.4 QUAD2D Domain Orientation Independence 
Rotation of the domain by 21.6 degrees and subsequent recalculation of the integral evaluates 
if QUAD2D was independent of domain orientation. Although the rotation was found not 
to affect the accuracy of QUAD2D, it did affect the domain decomposition. The final 
boundary node and interior node placement varied between the non-rotated and rotated 
tests. This was due to the method of boundary node placement that defined the secant line 
between adjacent boundary nodes as mostly vertical or mostly horizontal. Since the domain 
orientation changed with the rotation, this classification varied as well and thus the final 
decomposition. No significant variances in integration results were found to exist for any 
test domains after rotation. 
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Chapter 3 
PROPOSED CURVATURE BASED METHOD 
The proposed Curvature Based (CBM) addresses the two shortcomings in QUAD2D: eval-
uation of the integrand on regions outside the domain and being dependent on domain 
orientation. The CBM only evaluates points inside the domain during the integration of 
each type boundary unit. This is ensured by the definition of each point that defines each 
type of domain unit and the method of their location within the domain as determined by 
the algorithm code. Each DBU is defined by two adjacent boundary nodes, P1 and P2, and 
an associated interior vertex P3, which is located towards the domain interior and between 
P1 and P2. All P3 points form a closed polygon boundary (P3-polygon) inside the domain, 
and it is inside this P3-polygon that all the Interior Triangle Units (ITU) are located. Thus, 
the CBM, only evaluates the integrand at regions that are inside the domain. In CBM, the 
boundary node placement is based on the curvature of the domain boundary. A node is 
placed at each point on the domain boundary edge where the Total Curvature (Ktot) exceeds 
the Curvature Tolerance (Ktol). This method of boundary node location is independent of 
domain orientation because the starting point for this process is at the initial t value which 
is always the beginning of each piece, and does not vary with a rotation. The value of the 
starting t changes, but the node location process begins at the same starting point on the 
domain boundary. Domain orientation independence is verified by testing certain domains 
again using a rotation of 22.5 degrees and comparing the resulting domain decomposition 
and integration results. In the following sections the domain is defined, an overview of CBM 
is given, the concept of curvature theory and numerical calculation is introduced, derivation 
of the Domain integral, parametric variables required for integration limits are derived, a 
sequential code level description CBM is detailed, and Test Domains are defined. 
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·-/ ~ Correction 
Internodal Chord 
Domain Boundary -----DBU 
Figure 3.1: A QUAD2D Basic Boundary Unit Along Boundary 
3.1 Domain 
The Curvature Based method is an algorithm for computing the integral of a function 
f : D c JR2 , where D is a general domain that is piecewise continuous. The algorithm 
assumes that aD, the boundary of D, is represented by explicitly parametrized pieces 
q = { (x,y) jr = r;(t) ,x = r;(t)x;(t),y = n (t )y;(t)} (3. 1) 
where t E t;nri = [a;, b;], and i = 1, 2, ... n. The explicit parameter functions n (t ), x;(t) and 
y;(t) used for each test domain are shown in Table 3.9. 
3.2 Overview 
The are five main steps in CBM as it decomposes the domain and evaluates the integrand 
over those decomposed regions. Progressing through these steps involves several separate 
Matlab programs that pass their output to the next program segment. The flowchart in Figure 
3.2 describes the general algorithm sequence and lists the main Matlab programs used. A 
list of each program and its purpose as well as significant variables used between these 
programs is described in Table I and 2 located in the glossary. 
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getboundnode 
-
getbn 
getintnode 
getilim 
IntDBU 
IntBTri 
Distmesh2D 
IntiTri 
lntGBTri 
Figure 3.2: A Flowchart Explains the Curvature Based Method Algorithm. 
i=5 
i=4 
------ P3 Polygon 
ld DBU I BTU 0 ITU 
P2(i) 
Figure 3.3: DBU BTU and ITU Are Located On A Unit Circle Test Domain. 
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I 1 
P5b 
-......""' P2 
I P4~ v 
7 
PI 
v 
P3 
Figure 3.4: A Basic Domain Unit With Defining Points Located. 
Table 3.9 provides a description of each test domain and the parametrized functions 
that define them. Figure 3.14 shows the shape of each test domain. Figure 3.5 graphically 
illustrates the overall process of the CBM and accompanies this brief description of the 
method. The test domain is defined in getboundnode and boundary nodes Pfix are located 
in getbn to initiate the successive domain decomposition into three basic units: Domain 
Boundary Units (DBU), Boundary Triangle Units (BTU), and Interior Triangle Units (ITU). 
Figure 3.2 shows each type of domain units on Domain 1, a unit circle. The Boundary curve 
functions x(t ) and y(t ) enable any points on the boundary to be defined by at value. DBU 
are "pie slice" shaped units that are located between adjacent boundary nodes P1 and P2 
as shown in Figure 3.2. BTU are triangles that are in between each adjacent DBU with 
one point P7 on the boundary curve and the other two are boundary nodes from adjacent 
DBU. ITU are triangular units located inside the P3 polygon. Interior Node Vertices P3 are 
located in getint node. The outer ring of the domain is defined by all the DBU and BTU. 
These domain unit regions are outside the P3 polygon boundary formed by joining each P3. 
In getilim the variables required for calculating integration limits, Pe, P0 , P, and w, and 
fi nally the integration limits, w1 (t) and w2(t ) and the Jacobian 1 are determined for the right 
and left sides integrals. Inside the P3 polygon the Interior Triangles (T) and their vertices 
Pint for each ITU are located in Distmesh [9]. Distmesh is a publicly shared program 
written in Matlab by Perrson. 
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(a) Domain (b) Pfix 
(c) P3 (d) DBU 
(e) BTU (f) ITU 
Figure 3.5: Progressive Images Of The Curvature Based Method With A Unit Circle Test 
Domain. 
We utilize Distmesh to generate our interior triangle indices within the P3 Polygon. 
After all nodes of each type are found successively, the outer ring of the domain is completely 
decomposed into a "pie-slice" shaped DBU, Triangular BTU along the outer rim in between 
each DBU, and Triangular ITU inside the P3 polygon. After the domain decomposition is 
complete, the evaluation of the integrand for each DBU, BTU and ITU region is done using 
a IntDBU, IntBtri and Intitri,using Gaussian quadrature with no, the outer integral 
node quantity and ni, the inner integral node quantity. Evaluation of the integrand over 
each type of region is performed in a loop allowing a subtotal of integration data for each 
DBU, BTU and ITU, defined as (SIDBU), (SIBTri), and (SIITri) respectively. A total 
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Curvature K = 1/R. 
Figure 3.6: A Basic Domain Segment Showing The Radius Of Curvature. 
Integral value for the entire Domain is compared a theoretical domain area (DAth) which is 
calculated in DomAreaTh using polar integration. The overall algorithm error (Err) is defined 
Err = Doml - DAth. Detailed integration data tables for each test domain and a summary 
table of all domains are found in Tables A.l-A.27 and Table 4.1 respectively. 
3.2.1 Curvature Criteria Ktol 
The boundary nodes will be located at points along the domain boundary at which the total 
curvature of the defined inter-nodal boundary segment exceeds Ktol. Curvature K: is defined 
as the inverse of the radius of curvature, R [8]. The radius of curvature (R) is defined as the 
radius of the oscillating circle. The oscillating circle is the circle that just fits inside the curve 
along on boundary and contacts the boundary at a single point, P = (x(t) , y(t)) . Curvature 
(K:) is defined as the inverse of this radius K: = k· We use this definition of curvature to 
calculate the curvature at the boundary at for any t we use 
I 
.x'(t) y'(t) I 
x''(t) y"(t) 
K:(t) = 3 ' (x'(t)2 + y'(t)2) :1 (3 .2) 
where x'(t ), y' (t ), x''(t ) and y"(t) are the first and second derivatives of the parametrized 
boundary functions [8]. Ktot is defined as 
112 II IK:(t )l dt > Ktol. (3.3) 
The numerical calculation of Ktot [7] utilizes t = t + tstep, where tstep = (tstopi -
tstarti)/d, where tstarti and tstopi are determined by tinti, the interval defining each piece 
of the boundary, and d is the number of divisions in each boundary piece. The value chosen 
for the d parameter should be small enough to detect localized high curvature sections in 
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the boundary if they exist in the domain. For all the test domains used, d = 16 because the 
curvature for the test domains was either constant or regularly oscillating and this value 
allowed the program to calculate Ktot in reasonable increments. 
Ktot = lastKtot + K * tstep. (3.4) 
3.3 Derivation of Domain Integral 
The integrand f(x,y) is a smooth function defined on our domain. For simplicity we define 
F(x,y) = 1 in our testing. The domain decomposition breaks up the domain into three types 
of units: DBU, BTU and ITU. The Integral evaluation is similarly separated by type of 
domain unit. 
n m o 
lvomain = L/DBU(i) + L IBTU(i) + L 1/TU(i)' (3.5) 
i = l j = l k= l 
where n, m, and o are the number of DBU, BTU and ITU respectively. 
3.3.1 DBU Integral 
The Integral is evaluated over the left and right regions in each Domain Boundary Unit with 
separation along P3P5. For circular domains the right and left sides are the same, as the DBU 
are symmetric but for all others they are different, and so the integration is done to address 
the general case for all domains 
lvsu = lvsu,efr + lvsU,;ghr· (3.6) 
The integration limits are determined from the points defining each DBU, P1, P2, P3 and P4 , 
and parametrization variables ~e• Pt0 , and P that are derived in Section 3.5. Figure 3.2.1 
describes the integration limits and these parametric variables. Since the orientation of the 
integration elements dx and dy will vary depending on which DBU is being integrated so 
they cannot be consistently defined for all DBU using the global coordinate system. 
1
xo 1P(y) 1XL 1P(y) 
Ivsu1efr = f(x ,y)dydx + f(x,y )dydx, 
XR Vt(y) XD V, (y) 
(3.7) 
where P(x,y ) is the boundary curve function and Vr(t ) and \tf(t ) are the equations defining 
left and right sides of the DBU vertex and XL, XR, and xv are integration limits for the 
right, left and at the point dividing the DBU. The above integral equation cannot be applied 
to all DBU effectively because an integration element cannot be consistently defined and 
evaluation of the integral would involve breaking up each DBU into several integration 
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regions. We instead utilize a change of variable that allows a local coordinate axis with 
parameters wand t to be defined consistently for all DBU. The change of variables converts 
from a global (x,y) coordinate system to a local (t , w) coordinate system. This local 
coordinate axis has a horizontal parameter t parallel to segment P1 P2 and vertical parameter 
w perpendicular tot. This w- t coordinate system allows the outer and inner integration 
elements to be parallel to the t and w axis respectively for each DBU. We define the parameter 
w as the vertical parameter in the local coordinate system and t as the horizontal parameter 
that varies from t1 to t2 as shown in Figure 3.12. After applying the change of variable the 
integral equation becomes 
j/41w2(r) a(x,y) 1121w2(t) a(x,y) Ioau = f (x(w,t ), y(w,t) )a( ) dwdt + f (x(w,t ), y(w,t)) a( ) dwdt , 
IJ w1(t ) W , t t4 w1(t ) W, t 
(3.8) 
where J = ~~:~~ is the Jacobian from the change of variable. Numerical evaluation of this 
integral is done using Gaussian quadrature with an interior integral node quantity ni = 3 and 
an outer integral node quantity of no = I 0. The specific details regarding approximating the 
integral with the Gaussian quadrature summation is be found in the detailed code description 
in Section 3.7.1. 
w2L(t) 
P5b 
PI 
/_,- -~ wlR(t) P2 
\ P4 .~V \ Plo w 1L(t) 
r"' V"'"(<) Pie Pre 
Figure 3. 7: The DBU Is Divided Into Left and Right Regions For Integration. 
3.3.2 BTU and ITU Integral 
The integration over the ITU and BTU regions uses a slightly different approach than that of 
DBU. Each BTU and ITU are integrated as a whole since there is no complicated domain 
boundary to consider. Also no change of variable is employed for the integral; instead we 
apply a rotation matrix to the points defining the BTU and ITU so we effectively have local 
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coordinate axes that are the same for each unit. We rotate the units so the shortest side of 
the triangle is vertical along the local y-axis, and then define the other two sides as linear 
functions ftop(x) and fteJr(x ) become the limits of integration for the inner integral. The 
limits for the outer integral are simply the x-coordinates of the rotated points. Gaussian 
quadrature is also used for integral evaluation over the BTU and ITU regions, but with 
no = 3 and ni = 3. For greater detail see the code description for ITU Integration and BTU 
Integration in Sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4. The integral equation for BTU is 
ip6 ~/iefr (x) laru1efr = f (x ,y )dydx, Ps /rop(x) (3.9) 
where Ps and P6 are the left and right points of the rotated BTU. Similarly the integral 
equation for ITU is 
1p9 ~heft (x) IJTU1efr = f (x ,y) dydx, Pg /rop(x) (3.1 0) 
where P9 and Ps are the left and right points of the rotated ITU. 
P6 
P5 
Figure 3.8: The BTU Is Rotated Before Integration 
3.4 Parametrization Variables Pe P0 and w 
The parametrized domain decomposition of the domain boundary unit is done each half of 
the domain boundary unit because the integration will be split into a left integral and right 
integral. For each DBU, the parametrization is done in function getilim to which the 4 
points defining the Domain Boundary Unit P1, P2 , P3 and P4 are passed with the parametric 
boundary curve functions x(t ) and y(t ). getilim calculates Ple and Pl0 ,the parameters 
on the left side of the DBU as shown in Figure 3. 12, which are needed to calculate the 
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integration limits of the inner integral evaluated on the left side of the DBU. There are 
similar parameters for the right side of the DBU. Function getilim then calculates the 
Jacobian Jl for the left side of the DBU. The derivation of the calculations that follows will 
be done for the left side of the a DBU. 
3.5 Parametrization Assumptions 
Each Domain Boundary Unit is defined by the points P1, P2, P3, P4 and Psb· Points P1 and 
p2 are a boundary nodes determined by function getboundnode. Point Psb is the point on the 
boundary curve f(x(t) ,y(t) ) where 
(3. 11 ) 
Point P4 is the point on the segment P1 n where it is intersected by a perpendicular line 
containing Psc· Point P3 is the interior node vertex for the domain boundary unit as deter-
mined by function getintnode. The line P3P4 is perpendicular to P1 ~. We will define the 
line parallel to P1 P2 containing P3 as line2, and will define line l to be the line parallel to 
P3P4 but passing through any point x(t ), y(t ) on the boundary ,and finally we define the 
line3 = P, P3 along the left vertex of the domain boundary unit. The local coordinate system 
for each Domain Boundary Unit uses parameters t and w which are orthogonal to each other, 
and parameters. The horizontal parameter t measures the distance along line2 increasing to 
the right and varies from t1 to t4• The vertical parameter w measures the distance parallel to 
line I increasing upward and is normalized so that at P4 it is 1 and at P3 it is 0. Parameter s 
is the distance along line3 increasing towards P3. 
,, 
P P3 "~ 
lc I 
' J 
Figure 3.9: The Basic Domain Unit with Defining Points 
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Determining Pe 
We define the point Pe on line I as the intersection with line2 and define the point Po and 
intersection of line 1 with line3, at any point along the left vertex of the domain boundary 
unit. The domain boundary unit is divided by P3Psb into a right and left half. These halves 
are equal only if the domain boundary is symmetric. Because other domains may not be 
symmetric, the integration and parametrization is be done separately for the right and left 
halves. The following derivation of Parametric variables will be done for the left half only. 
Using points Pt , P2 , Pe, P3 and any point on the boundary curve P = (x ,y) we define the 
slope of linel as (m 1) and the slope of line2 as m2 
y - Ye Y3- Y4 
m I = -- = '-----'-- (3.12) 
X-Xe X3 -X4 
Ye - Y3 Y2- Yt 
m2 = ---'-- (3. 13) 
Xe -X3 X2 - XI 
where x andy are the parametric boundary equations x(t) and y (t ). After cross multiplying 
and substituting Llx34 = X4 -x3, L1y34 = Y4- y3, Llx12 = x2- Xt and L1Yt2 = Y2- Yt simplifies 
the system to 
(3.14) 
and 
(3.15) 
In matrix form system is 
(3.16) 
The solution is 
(3.17) 
and 
L1y34(Llx34(x - x3) - L1y34(y- Y3)) 
Ye = Y - (~4 + L1y~4) (3. 18) 
Recall x and y are the parametric equations x(t ) and y(t ), thus these expressions for Xe and 
Ye are linear equations that are functions oft. 
Determining w 
We define Point P0 as the intersection of line3 and line 1, where line 1 passes through 
any point (x ,y) on the boundary. The equations for each of these lines are defined using 
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parameters wands. Parameter w defines the distance along line 1 above the vertex, P3 and is 
normalized by the distance II P3 - P4 ll · Parameters defines the distance along line3 from P1. 
Equations using these definitions 
and 
Yo =ye+ w(y4 -Y3) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
are set equal to each other and L1x = x4 - x3, and ~Y = y4 - Y3 are substituted to yields the 
system 
(3.23) 
and 
(3.24) 
that can be solved for w. The matrix form of the equation follows 
(3.25) 
which yields the solution 
(3.26) 
Determining P0 
Equations 3.5, 3.5 and 3.5 are used determine P0 • To simplify the form, we substitute the 
following constants a= ~Y34 · b = ~x34· c = ~y J 2, d = Llx1 2· e = (L1x~4 + ~A4 ) , f = ~Y J 3 , 
and g = L1x13 for an abbreviated form 
(a2(x -x3)- b (y- Y3) b( b(y-Ye) + a(xe - XJ ) 
X0 =X3 + + bj 
e -ag (3.27) 
__ (ab(x - x3)+ a (y-y3) ( b(y-ye) +a(xe - XJ) 
Yo -Y + a bf . 
e - ag (3.28) 
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Determining Integration limits WI (t ) and wz(t) 
After defining Pe, P0 and P , these vector functions of t will be passed to IntDBU where 
the calculation of the integration limits WI (t ) and w2(t) will occur using the following 
definitions 
(3.29) 
wz(t)(i) = IIP(i)- Pe(i)llz . 
II P4(i) - P3(i)llz (3.30) 
3.5.1 Determining The Jacobian 
The Jacobian from the change of variables is defined as 
a(x,y) ax ay ay ax 
a(w, t ) - aw at- aw at · (3.31) 
To find the first factors in each Jacobian term we define the following equations that locate 
the point on the boundary curve, P = (x(t ),y(t )) using the parameter w which represents 
the distance from Pe 
(3.32) 
and 
(3.33) 
Substituting dy34 = (x4 - x3) and dx34 = (x4 - x3) and differentiating with respect tow 
yields the first factor in each term of the Jacobian 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
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(3.37) 
The last factors of each Jacobian tenn are detennined by taking the partial derivatives with 
respect tot of Equations 3.5 and 3.5, 
(3.38) 
and 
ay = !._ [y _ L\y34(Llx34(x - X3)- L\y34(y- Y3)] 
at aw (Llx~4 + L\y~4) ' (3.39) 
yields the remaining two tenns needed of the Jacobian, 
ax ( L\ Y34 ) ( 1 ( ) 1 
-a = ( 2 ) 2 L\y34X t - Llx34y (t)) t ilx34 + L\ Y34 (3.40) 
and 
(3.41) 
x' (t) and y1 (t) are the first derivatives of the boundary functions, which vary with each test 
domain. The Jacobian tenns in 
a (x,y) ax ay ay ax 
-----
-
a(w,t ) aw at aw at ' (3 .42) 
are separated for clarity as 
(3.43) 
and 
3.6 Domain Decomposition 
Domain decomposition divideds the domain into DBU, BTU and ITU as shown previously 
in 3.5. Each piece of the domain boundary curve is defined by parametric equations x;(t), 
y;(t ), and r;(t) over the t interval tint; = [tsrarr + tr01 ,tend +trorl E [0,2n) where the piece 
index i = 1 ,N and where trot is a user specified angular rotation used for verifying the 
algorithm is independent of domain orientation. These parametric equations, the piece index 
i and piece interval tint;= [tint;( l ), tint; (2)] are the variables passed to getboundnode. For 
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the first piece of every domain tintt ( 1) = 0 +trot and for the last piece tintN(2) = 0 + trot · 
Variable t is a positive angular radian measure increasing in a clockwise direction that is 
used to locate the points on the boundary curve in the parametric equation P = (x(t ),y(t )) . 
The search for boundary nodes progresses from tint1 (i) to tint2(i ) for a complete counter 
clockwise 27r loop around the closed boundary curve. The boundary node location function 
getbn is called for each piece of the domain boundary in a loop from i = l , ... , n. The initial 
point in irh piece of the boundary curve defined as start of the interval !start ( i) = tint; ( l ) 
and the first boundary node is placed there t f ix( 1) = tintt ( 1) and the boundary node index 
count is incremented. The end point in each piece of the boundary curve is defined as 
the end of the interval tsrop(i) = tintN(2). At the first t curvature K from Equation 3.2.1 is 
calculated and then t is incremented along the boundary curve using t = t + tsrep. where 
tsrep = (tsrop(i)- tstarr(i) )/ 16. At each step K and Total Curvature, Ktot is calculated in 
Equation 3.4 and K101 is compared to the Krol using the test condition 
(3.45) 
If the total curvature exceeds KroL• the boundary node index, count is incremented by l and 
a boundary node is located at that point t fix( count) = t . After a boundary node is found, 
count, lastK101, and Krot are reinitialized. If Krol is not exceeded, another step is taken and 
the process is repeated. This continues until t 2: tend which occurs when the end of the 
current boundary piece is reached. At the end of each piece a final is node placed, as the 
start of the next piece commences. This continues for each piece in the domain until the 
entire domain interval is traversed. At completion, getboundnode closes the lfix vector for 
the domain tf ixl (N + 1) = tf ixl (l ), which is required for the next function getintnode. If 
upon reaching the end of the piece, no boundary node is found because of very minimal or 
no curvature, a boundary node is placed at the midpoint of the piece to prevent subsequent 
interior nodes associated with the piece from going outside the domain. 
3.6.1 Interior Node Location 
After getboundnode is complete, we have a t f ix vector that contains all boundary nodes 
around the domain boundary going counter clockwise with the last value equalling the first. 
Then getintnode is called to locate vertex P3 between each successive pair of lfix · The first 
two points in tf ix define Pt = (x(tfix)( i),y(tf ix)(i)) and Pz = (x (tf ix)(i + l ),y(tfix) (i + 1)) . 
Pt is on the right and Pz on the left of each DBU, when viewed while facing towards the 
boundary from the inside of the DBU as shown in Figure 3.1 0. A is a user specified parameter 
that if left blank defaults to 0.25 and it controls how far the vertex P3 extends towards the 
center of the domain. First we define 8, the angle the inter nodal segment Pt Pz makes 
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withx-axis as tan(theta) = ~~:; .where L1y12 = (x(i + l) -x(i))andl1y12 = (y(i+ 1) - y(i)) . 
We define angle y = arctan(A) as the angle the segment P1P3 makes with segment P1P2. 
The vertex P3 will always be located towards the inside of the boundary at a convex angle 
l/J =arctan( e- y) because of the direction getintnode traverses the domain boundary is 
in a clockwise direction. P3 is located on the line P3Psb which is perpendicular to line P1 P2. 
After each P3 is determined, P4 can be found. P4 is the point on segment P1P2 where it is 
intersected by the segment P3P5b which is perpendicular tot, where P5b = (x(t4 ), y(t4)) , 
and t4 = (t1 + t2) j 2. The reader should not confuse point Psb on the boundary curve with 
point P5 , which is the left point in the rotated BTU described in Figure 3.2. 
P2 
P3 
Figure 3.10: Interior Node Location Method Uses Parameter A To Set Distance From 
Boundary. 
The user may specify a value for A E (0 , 1), to adjust the depth of the DBU vertex 
above or below the position the default value of A = 0.25 sets. For domains with regions 
of high curvature or sharp corners A is iteratively modified to ensure an optimum triangle 
vertex. Some effort was devoted to determining the value of parameter A for each value of 
Ktol for each test domain to achieve acceptable results in the domain decomposition. An 
iterative process of setting K10 1, running the program, and examining both the error results 
and graphical image of the final decomposition of the domain graph. If A results in a DBU 
with a shallow vertex that may not completely capture the entire domain boundary for the 
piece. If A is too deep, it may cause the DBU to overlap with opposing vertices on the 
opposing side of the domain. A visual check for overlap between DBU and BTU and ITU 
can be performed when inspecting the final decomposition graph, but overlaps creates very 
significant error and is apparent from examining the integration error. If overlap is visually 
found, or error is very large, an adjustment to A is made and then the algorithm is rerun. The 
Krol value affects the desired A value, because if K10t is large, the DBU will be wide, and 
depending on the domain, may need an increase or decrease to avoid issues. 
Upon return from getintnode, before progressing to getilim the main calling program, 
IntDD performs a backward comparison of adjacent P3 to ensure they are not too close. If 
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they are, an interior node sharing adjustment is made to revise both P3 and the associated P4 
to maintain the perpendicular relationship between P1 P2 and P3Psb· Figure 3.11 shows an 
example of how node sharing is achieved. This is very useful in domains with sharp corners 
as are found in Test Domain 5. 
P4 P4ncw 
Figure 3.11: A Final Optimization of Interior Node P3 Enables Sharing At Corners. 
3.6.2 Integration Limits and Jacobian 
After tfix and P3 are defined for the entire domain, the integration limits required for 
integration of the DBU can be determined in getilim. For left and right sides of each 
DBU each P1, P2, P3, P4, and x1, y1 the parametric variables are used in getilim to calculate 
the variables w, Ple, Pl0 , Jl Pre, Pr0 , Jr, in which the l signifiest the left side and r, the 
right. These variables are needed to determine the integration limits w 1 (t ), w2 (t) and 
the Jacobian J. These variables are then passed to IntDBU where the integration limits 
are calculated at specific t values. A detailed derivation of this process is found in the 
Section 3.5. Then the process is repeated for the right side of the DBU, determining Pre 
Pr0 and Jr. This procedure is controlled by a loop that sequentially calls getilim for 
all the DBU in a clockwise direction around the domain. This is done for the left and 
then right sides of the DBU In the integration function IntDBU, the integration limits w1 (t ) 
and w2 (t ) are calculated from Pe, P0 , P, P4 and P3 which are either known constants or 
functions oft. Before describing how each variable is determined, some assumptions about 
the parametrization must be defined. 
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3.6.3 Interior Triangle Indices Location 
Once all P3 interior nodes are defined Distmesh a publicly available FEM package written 
by Olaf Perrson.[9]. Distmesh performs a FEM analysis on a closed boundary using 
Delaunay Triangulation that is optimized using a force balance method. Function Distmesh 
defines the interior triangles indices Pint and the associated triangles T using those indices 
from the FEM triangulation. Distmesh requires some preliminary variables to be defined 
for use in the call statement. These are fd, a signed distance function, fh, a edge distance 
function and ho an initial edge length that defines the initial grid spacing used. fd and fh 
are determined by getfh and getfd. Distmesh utilizes a method similar a force balance 
equation to place and optimize interior nodes indices. The result is a FEM optimization of 
interior triangle indices (pint) and the associated triangles (T) . 
3. 7 Integration 
After the domain decomposition is complete, the integrand can be evaluated on each DBU, 
BTU and ITU and stored in IDBU(i), IBTri(i), l/Tri(i) using Gaussian quadrature with no 
outer integral node quantity and ni inner integral node quantity. 
3.7.1 DBU Integration 
The right and left sides of each DBU are integrated in IntDBU, the following description 
will address the integration of the left side of the DBU, but the right side is similar. Figure 
3.3.1 shows how each DBU is divided into left and right sides. The call to IntDBU includes 
the points defining the DBU, PI , P2, P3, P4, the parametric variables ~e(t) , Pz0 (t ) and the 
Jacobain J1(t ). First w2(t), the upper integration limit, and WI (t ), the lower integration limit 
for the inner integral must be calculated as a function oft for the correct side of the DBU. 
Using the provided parametric variables we calculate w2 (t ) and WI (t ) using Equations 3. 7 .I 
and 3.5. Since the variables P3, P4,P0 (t ), and Pe(t ) are vectors they must be converted to be 
scalars using a 2-norm before being passed to gaussnw. 
(3.46) 
and 
(3.47) 
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Pic Pre 
Figure 3.12: A Graphical Explanation of Integration of the Left and Right Sides of a DBU. 
Once the integration limits are defined, Gaussian integration utilizes them to approximate 
the integral 
1f41WJ (t) losu = J(t )f dwdt t 1 w2(t) (3.48) 
where F is the integrand, and J(t ) is the Jacobian. Then IntGBTr i is called to perform 
Gaussian quadrature with no = 3 and ni = 3 and the integral is numerically approximated 
be the summation 
no ni 
lsTu ~ ~)[ (f(xq,(j) wq, (j))wqz(i)), 
i = l j = l 
(3.49) 
where xq1, wq1 are the inner integral nodes and weights for Gaussian quadrature using 
ni = 3 and a = w1 (t) and b = wz(t ), and xqz ,wqz are the outer integral nodes and weights 
for Gaussian quadrature using no = 10 and a = t 1 (x) and b = t4x· The evaluation of the 
integrand over each BTU is done in a loop that stores the integration results in IBTri; and a 
calculates subtotal for all BTU in the test domain in Sf BT RI 
3.7.2 DBU Theoretical Integration Error 
The theoretical integration error for each DBU is estimated by [ 1 0] 
(b - a )2n+ l (n! )4 2n 
Eest = (2n + 1)[(2n)!J3 I; (~ ) , (3.50) 
where /; is the inner integral over the DBU, and n = no, the number of Gauassian nodes 
for the outer integral. By applying the Mean Value Thereom for integrals, we can replace 
the ( b - a) term with the Ktot:;srep, where K * = ik(t ) I is the curvature at some t E [t l , t2], 
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resulting in 
( Ktol+tstep)2no+l ( ' )4 K* no · 2no ( J= ) 
Eest = (2no+ l)[(2no)!J3 li ~ · (3.51 ) 
3.7.3 BTU Integration 
Each interior triangle unit, BTU or ITU is passed to IntBTri which prepares it for integra-
tion. The following is described for a BTU, but is similar for ITU, with P9, P10, and P11 to 
be the ITU vertices. For each BTU, we assign Ps, P6, and P; to be the ITU vertices, vertices 
where P6, and P; are chosen to be the indices of the shortest side of the ITU. Then we rotate 
the triangle with a rotation matrix M67 such that side P6P; is vertical with respect to a local 
axis. This allows the inner integral integration element dx to be parallel to the local y-axis, 
and the outer integral integration element to be parallel to the local y-axis. We apply the 
same rotation matrix to the integrand F = FM67. The side along the top of the rotated ITU, 
PsP6 is defined as a line froe(x) = ms6 * (x - xs) and the left side, P5P; is defined as the line 
ftet1(x) = m67 * (x-x6). Figure 3.7.3 clarifies the integration of Triangular Domain Units. 
The integral for evaluating the integrand over each BTU is 
i P6(x) J fle fr(x) lsru = f dydx, Ps(x) /rop(x) (3.52) 
where F is the integrand. This integral is numerically evaulated in IntGBTri which performs 
Gaussian quadrature with no = 3 and ni = 3 and the integral equation is approximated by 
the sum 
l sru ~ I> = 1,no( L (F(xql ) *wqi ) *wq2) , (3 .53) 
J= l ,ni 
where F is the integrand. The inner integral nodes and weights for Gaussian quadrature from 
gaussnw are xql , and wq l using the inner integration limjts a= f tejt(x) and b = froe(x), 
and the outer integral nodes and weights are xq2, wq2 from gaussnw using outer integration 
lirruts a = Ps(x) and b = P6(x). The evaluation of the integrand over each BTU region 
determines the integration results in IBTrii and a calculates subtotal for all BTU in the test 
domain in SIBT RI. 
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P5~.-- P6 
~~" 
Figure 3.13: The Interior Triangle Domain Units Are Rotated Before Integration. 
3.7.4 ITU Integration 
Each ITU Triangle from Distmesh is passed to IntiTri which prepares it for integration. 
We assign Ps, P9, and P10 to be the ITU vertices where P9, and P10 are chosen to be the 
indices of the shortest side of the ITU. Then IntBTri prepares the ITU as it does the BTU 
indices for integration. The integral for evaluating the integrand over each ITU is 
i P9 (x) i ftetr (x) hru = Fdydx, Ps(x) /rop (x) (3.54) 
Since the same code is used for performing Gaussian quadrature the approximating 
summation in 3.7.3 is the same for all ITU except the right and left points are P9 and P10 
instead of the P5 and P6. Gaussian quadrature is performed in IntGBTri performs with 
no = 3 and ni = 3 with calculating results for each ITU as IBTrii and a subtotal Int/Tri; . 
3. 7.5 Theoretical Domain Area 
Defining the Theoretcial Domain Area (OATh) for each test domain is done by DomAreaTh 
which and performs polar integration over the entire tint on the boundary curve ac = C(x1, 
Yr) as defined by 
(3.55) 
where r = sqrt(x(t )2 +y(t )Z) , is the 2-norm of the boundary function C(x(t ),y(t )) in 3.1 
I 
DATh(i) = 2rdrd8. (3.56) 
All DAth for each Test Domain are listed in Table 3.9. Test domains 5 and 7 the exact 
formula from a symbolic integration of the domain boundary function achieves an exact 
formula that is used to define DAT h. 
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3.8 Test Domains 
We tested the algorithm on nine test domains that are detailed bye parameter functions 
r(t), y(t ) and x(t) in Table 3.9. Each parameter function is continuously differentiable. 
Each domain is defined by a parametrized function f=x(t),y(t), where x(t) = r(t ) * sin(t ) 
and y(t) = r(t) * cos(t), and t E [0 , 2pi]. The t in the parametrized functions in the domain 
boundary definition are angular positive radian measures, beginning at the x-axis and 
increasing in a counter clockwise direction. We refer to r(t) as the radial component of the 
parametrization. Variations in shape are achieved by varying only the radial component 
of r(t) which is always a positive valued function. Each domain is defined by a single 
continuous piece, except domain 5, which is comprised of 4 pieces, to ensure continuity. 
The table 3.9 details each domain definition and figure 3.14 shows the domain boundary for 
each domain. 
Each test domain is defined by 
and 
3.9 Domain Definitions 
ri(t) =A*sin(BH)+C, 
xi(t) = D*cos(t )F, 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
where A E (0, 1 ], and B, C, D, E, and F EZ. By defining the parameter functions in this 
way, we restrict our of domain boundary functions to be smooth odd functions and limit 
out test domains to those that are symmetric about the the origin having smooth, possibly 
oscillatory boundaries. 
Table 3 1 · Test Domain Definition ..
D r(t) x(t) y(t) Description DAth 
1 I r(t)*cos(t) r(t)*sin(t) circle radius I 3.14159265358979 
2 .05*(sin( 1 O*t))+.9 r(t)*cos(t) r(t)*sin(t) lO lobes 2.54861704022472 
3 .25*(sin(3*tt))+ 1.5 cos(t) sin(t) 3 lobes 7. 16675824100172 
4 .25*(sin(5*tt))+ 1.5 cos(t) sin(t) 51obes 7. 16675824 100172 
5 I r(t)*cos(t)3 r(t)*sin(t)3 4 point star 1.17809724509617 
6 5 r(t)*cos(t) r(t)*sin(t) circle radius 5 78.5398163397448 
7 1 r(t)*3*cos(t) r(t)*2*sin(t) ellipse 3 by 2 18.8495559215388 
8 .25*(sin(2*tt))+ 1.5 cos(t) sin(t) 2lobes 7.16675824100172 
9 .I *(sin( lO*tt))+ 1.5 cos(t) sin(t) 10 lobes 7.08429143384498 
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Figure 3.14: Basic Domain Shapes 
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Chapter 4 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The integration data for each Domain follow in Appendix Tables A.1-A.26. Each details the 
integration data for each type of domain unit: Domain Boundary Units (IDBU), Boundary 
Triangle Units (IBTri) and Interior Triangle Units (IITri). There is a subtotal for each type of 
unit: SIDBU, SIBTri, SIITri and an overall Integration total for the Domain (Dornl), which 
is compared to the corresponding Theoretical Domain Area (OAth) and their difference 
is the error of integration (Err). Each domain has been integrated with variations to the 
following variables: Curvature Tolerance Ktol , Initial Domain Orientation trot , Interior 
Vertex Location parameter A , and the number of nodes used in Gaussian Quadrature for the 
inner integral ni, and the outer integral no. Following this section are Figures 4.3 to 4.11 
that show the final decomposed image of each test domain to which the CBM algorithm was 
tested. A final summary table comparing all domains and their integration error follows in 
Table 4.1 
4.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
4.1.1 Error 
Table 4.1 summarizes the domain integration error (Error), number of function evaluations 
(nfe), and total nodes, (n) , for each domain integrated with run parameters: Ktol, trot , A , 
ni and no listed. Domain integration error is between w- 14 and 1 0_ 15 for all domains 
decomposed according to two values of Ktol . In addition to comparing our results to 
theoretical area (DTh), we also compare our results to those from QUAD2D and FEM for 
circle and ellips test domains 1 and 7 respectively in Table 4.2. 
4.1.2 Domain Orientation Independence 
Considering the results of domain orientation, the trot column lists in radian angular measure 
the domain rotation applied to each test domain. A value of 22.5 degrees, or 0. 125 radians 
clockwise was used to test the method for domain orientation independence. In all cases the 
domain decomposition is the same, with respect to DBU and BTU, although the ITU vary 
within the P3 polygon due to optimization variances in Distmesh as the grid is not rotated 
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and in some cases the n and nf e vary. Overall this shows the CBM method is independent 
of domain orientation. The error and Integrated results for rotated and non rotated runs of 
the test domains are exactly alike. 
3 x1 0
- 3 FEM Error vs Boundary Nodes 
2.5 
2 
0.5 
~~--~2~00~--~4;00;=~=6~o7o====~800 
Boundary Nodes 
Figure 4.1: A Comparison Of Refined FEM Error To Node Quantity For A Unit Circle Test 
Domain. 
4.1.3 Comparison with Other Methods 
In addition to comparing our results to theoretical area (DTh), we also compare our results to 
those from QUAD2D, for the unit circle test domains l and 7 respectively in Table 4.2. These 
comparisons focus on the integration error to measure algorithm accuracy and on the quantity 
of total domain nodes(n), and the number of function evaluations (nfe) to measure algorithm 
efficiency. These comparative results are tabulated in 4.2. An inspection of the number of 
function evaluation and nodes allows an assessment of the three methods. This shows the 
CBM is more efficient that QUAD2D and FEM methods with a significant reduction in the 
number of nodes and function evaluations. In comparison algorithm QUAD2D required a 
four-fold increase in the number of function evaluations as were needed than with CBM. 
This is due to the use of more nodes in the Gaussian quadrature routine, QUAD PACK in the 
QUAD2D method. In this routine limited the user to minimum of 441 function evaluations 
for each DBU and 36 for each ITU. Whereas in the authors written Matlab code IntDBU, 
the number of function evaluations is reduced by allowing the user to specify any quantity 
of Gaussian quadrature nodes for the outer and inner integrals, ni and no respectively. Initial 
testing used both as 10, but subsequent testing revealed the minimum values required to 
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achieve overall algorithm accuracy within machine precision was ani of 3 and an no of 
I 0. This allowed only 60 function evaluations per DBU and 9 for each BTU and ITU were 
required. the CBM. This saving of 381 function evaluations per DUB and 32 per BTU 
and ITU is purely a function of the flexibility of user written Gaussian quadrature function, 
IntDBU as compared to that of QUAD PACK. 
By utilizing Distmesh to do a Triangulation of test domain 1, the unit circle, while 
increasing the number of boundary nodes a relationship was determined between n and 
Error. Figure 4.1.2 shows not only is the accuracy considerably greater for FEM than CBM 
for the same number of nodes, but also that as n increases FEM gets a minimum error due 
to the effects of computer rounding error. The FEM method could never achieve accuracy 
within machine precision, due to the number of nodes required, and the counter productive 
affect of rounding error, as number of nodes increased. Run time was significantly higher 
with the FEM method as n increased. For n > I 00 it took about 1 hour to run, compared to 
CBM of about 2 minutes. 
Our proposed Curvature based method can accurately and efficiently integrate domains, 
and offers significant node reduction compared to the methods FEM and QUAD2D. Domain 
orientation tests show a negligible affect on the integration which proves the algorithm is 
independent of domain orientation. 
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Table 4.1: Integration Results Summary For All Test Domains 
D Ktol trot A ni no Error n nfe 
1 1.010 0.000 0.250 3 10 3.997e-015 14 576 
1 1.010 0.125 0.250 3 10 3.997e-0 15 14 576 
1 0.505 0.000 0.250 3 10 2.665e-015 25 1092 
1 0.505 0.125 0.250 3 10 8.882e-016 25 1092 
2 0.505 0.125 0.800 3 10 1.776e-015 59 2652 
2 0.505 0.000 0.800 3 10 1.776e-015 58 26 16 
2 1.010 0.000 0.800 3 10 1.776e-015 38 1680 
3 1.010 0.000 0.250 3 10 1.243e-014 11 444 
3 1.010 0.125 0.250 3 10 1.243e-014 11 444 
3 0.505 0.000 0.250 3 10 5.329e-015 19 804 
4 1.010 0.000 0.600 3 10 1.066e-0 14 19 804 
4 1.010 0.125 0.600 3 10 1.155e-014 19 804 
4 0.505 0.000 0.600 3 10 4.441e-015 25 1116 
4 0.505 0.125 0.600 3 10 5.329e-015 26 1152 
5 0.200 0.000 0.850 3 10 1.332e-015 27 1116 
6 0.300 0.000 0.400 3 10 2.274e-0 13 9 348 
6 0.300 0.125 0.400 3 10 2.416e-013 9 348 
6 0.150 0.000 0.400 3 10 8.527e-014 19 804 
7 0.300 0.000 0.400 3 10 3.197e-014 18 768 
7 0.100 0.000 0.400 3 10 7.105e-015 43 1956 
7 0.100 0.125 0.400 3 10 1.066e-014 43 1956 
8 0.300 0.125 0.400 3 10 5.329e-015 25 1092 
8 0.300 0.000 0.400 3 10 6.2 17e-015 25 1092 
8 0.150 0.000 0.400 3 10 3.553e-015 49 2196 
9 1.010 0.125 0.600 3 10 7.105e-015 29 1284 
9 1.010 0.000 0.600 3 10 8.882e-015 29 1284 
9 0.505 0.000 0.500 3 10 8.882e-016 40 1776 
Table 4.2: Method Comparison For Circle And Ellipse, Domains 1 Ar,d 7 Respectively. 
Domain Method nfe nodes Error 
I CBM 576 13 4.6e-0 15 
I QUAD2D 242 1 7 4.40e-0 11 
I FEM 54 6 0.2e-001 
7 CBM 768 18 2.9e-014 
7 QUAD2D 2421 7 l.Oe-0 12 
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4.1.4 FUTURE WORK 
Future work focusses on improvements to the interior node location method, increasing 
the complexity of test domains, Gaussian node calculation, and adaptive methods to adjust 
user variables A, Ktol, ni, no at a domain piece level rather than for the entire domain. 
Improvements to the interior node location routine to prevent overlap, encourage node 
sharing and will make a more robust routine. Improvements to the Interior node location 
routine to be adaptive and more robust at node sharing and adjacent unit overlap prevention 
that includes verification between different domain unit types, some of this function is 
achieved currently through iterative user adjustments of variable A. The algorithm would 
benefit form testing with more complex test domains that are not radially symmetric or 
those with long skinny extensions to investigate issues with overlap. Improvements to the 
function calculating the Gaussian integration nodes can be improved to reduce rounding error. 
Incorporating adaptive methods for setting A, Ktol and ni and no would make the algorithm 
more efficient. A possible use of Radial Basis functions to define complicated domains that 
are not easily described by parametrized functions . Extending the algorithm to evaluate an 
integrand f(x ,y,z) would allow the algorithm to determine density of domains . We have 
explored a more complicated domain shown in Figure 4.2, described by parametric the 
domain boundary C(t) = (rcos(t ), rsin(t)) : r = expsin(r) ( (sin(2t f )+ expcos(t ) ( cos(2t )2 ), 
and have learned that although the CBM domain decomposition worked fairly well, and 
integration was completed, there were areas outside the domain included in the regions over 
which integration done because the domain was so complex. The he decomposed form 
shown in Figure 4.2 shows the algorithm would also benefit from assigning A and Ktol to 
particular boundary pieces rather than the entire domain. 
Figure 4.2: Final Domain Decomposition Of Amoeba Shaped Domain 
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4.2 Final Domain Decomposition 
Figure 4.3 to 4.11 show the final domain decomposition for each of the domains with the run 
parameters. The outer pie shaped Domain Boundary Units are shown in cyan and magenta, 
the Boundary Triangles are shown in navy, and the Interior Triangles are shown in violet 
in the interior. The reader should realize the white area between the boundary and the 
shaded triangular parts of each DBU is included in the integration, but is not shaded due to a 
limitation in the graphical output routine. 
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l 1.01 
l l.O l 22.5 
I 0.505 
Figure 4.3: Final Decomposition of Test Domain l 
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2 1.01 
2 0.505 
2 0.505 22.5 
Figure 4.4: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 2 
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3 1.01 
3 1.01 22.5 
3 0.505 
Figure 4.5: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 3 
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4 1.01 
4 0.505 
4 0.505 22.5 
Figure 4.6: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 4 
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5 0.2 
5 0.1 
Figure 4. 7: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 5 
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6 0.30 
6 0.30 22.5 
6 0.15 
Figure 4.8: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 6 
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7 0.30 
7 0.10 
7 0.10 22.5 
Figure 4.9: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 7 
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8 0.30 
8 0.30 22.5 
8 0.15 
Figure 4. 10: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 8 
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9 1.01 
9 1.01 22.5 
9 0.505 
Figure 4. 11: Final Decomposition of Test Domain 9 
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Appendix A 
COMPUTER RESULTS 
The results produced by the code IntDD and its called sub functions are shown in the 
following Tables A.l-A.26. There are 3 tests run for each test domain, differing in the 
user specified variables passed to the IntDD run command. These user specified variables 
are: Total Curvature Tolerance(Ktol), Interior Vertex Control Variable (A), Interior Triangle 
Initial Edge Distance (hO), Domain Orientation factor(trot), Gaussian Quadrature node 
quantity for the Inner integral (ni) and the outer integral (no) are identified in the table 
header. For Domains where the Ktol value results in a large amount of subunits, the table 
consumes two pages. For each domain the integration data for each sub-region of each 
domain as defined by the domain decomposition routine is detailed in each table. The 
Domain Boundary Units (DBU) are integrated separately, as a left and right side, but only 
the total unit amount is displayed as IDBU (i). The Boundary Triangle Units (BTU) and 
Interior Triangle Units (ITU) are integrated as a whole triangle and displayed in columns as 
I BTri( i) and /IT Ri( i). Each table has a subtotal for the integrated area for each subunit type 
SIDBU, SIBTri, and Sl/Tri. A total for the entire domain is given as Doml , below that the 
Theoretical Domain Area, DAth, the error, Error are displayed in the last three rows. In 
Chapter 4 are final domain decomposition images for each domain in Figures 4.1-4.9 that 
show the final decomposed image of each domain for each Ktol value run. A final summary 
table comparing all domains and their integration error can be found in Chapter 4 Table 4.1 . 
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Table A. I : Domain= l Ktol= 1.010 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.250 inttype=l ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0145228831029064 
2 0.2042734272468074 
3 0.2042734272468075 
4 0.2042734272468075 
5 0.2042734272468075 
6 0.2042734272468075 1.0358900193369436 
1 ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
1 0.0550855327512240 
2 0.1631997923818297 
3 0.1631997923818296 
4 0.1631997923818297 
5 0.1631997923818297 
6 0.0550855327 512240 0.7629702350297668 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.2271128628205285 
2 0.1995444340459253 
3 0.2487868714902172 
4 0.2478445601160322 
5 0.2202675013057104 
6 0.1991761694446735 1.3427323992230868 
Doml 3.1415926535897971 
DAth 3.1415926535897931 
Error 3.997e-O 15 
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Table A.2: Domain= 1 Kto1= 1.0 I 0 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.250 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0145228831029064 
2 0.2042734272468072 
3 0.2042734272468075 
4 0.2042734272468076 
5 0.2042734272468075 
6 0.2042734272468075 1.0358900193369438 
I IDTri(i) SIDTri 
1 0.0550855327512240 
2 0.1631997923818297 
3 0 .1631997923818300 
4 0 .1631997923818296 
5 0.1631997923818296 
6 0.0550855327512240 0.7629702350297668 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.1817684734023193 
2 0.2212893719922912 
3 0.1913945290075469 
4 0.2611634138426450 
5 0.2165992996486303 
6 0.2705173113296538 1.3427323992230864 
Domi 3.1415926535897971 
DAth 3.141592653589793 1 
Error 3.997e-0 15 
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Table A.3: Domain= 1 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.250 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0145228831029064 
2 0.0378054932264239 
3 0.0378054932264238 
4 0.0378054932264239 
5 0.0378054932264240 
6 0.0378054932264240 
7 0.0378054932264239 
8 0.0378054932264240 
9 0.0378054932264241 
lO 0.0378054932264240 
11 0.0378054932264240 0.3925778153671460 
1 IBTri(i) SIBTri 
1 0.0249999382077035 
2 0.0394606276628030 
3 0.039460627 6628030 
4 0.0394606276628028 
5 0.0394606276628033 
6 0.0394606276628030 
7 0.0394606276628028 
8 0.0394606276628030 
9 0.039460627 6628030 
10 0.039460627 6628028 
11 0.0249999382077034 0.4051455253806336 
1 IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.1979423129107468 
2 0.1675274924675264 
3 0.1538749396252369 
4 0.1615863944310220 
5 0.1890419922538171 
6 0.2348677579928105 
7 0.2713163599707521 
8 0.1458556480511600 
9 0.1880626279486198 
10 0.1558092763047083 
11 0.2304418770870165 
12 0.1208063336659468 
13 0.1267363001326529 2.3438693128420161 
Doml 3. 1415926535897958 
OAth 3. 141592653589793 1 
Error 2.665e-015 
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Table A.4: Domain= 1 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.250 inttype=1 ni= 3 no= lO 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0145228831029064 
2 0.0378054932264239 
3 0.0378054932264239 
4 0.0378054932264239 
5 0.0378054932264240 
6 0.0378054932264240 
7 0.0378054932264239 
8 0.0378054932264240 
9 0.0378054932264241 
lO 0.0378054932264240 
11 0.0378054932264240 0.3925778153671461 
1 ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
1 0.0249999382077035 
2 0.0394606276628029 
3 0.0394606276628028 
4 0.0394606276628027 
5 0.0394606276628032 
6 0.0394606276628031 
7 0.0394606276628028 
8 0.0394606276628029 
9 0.0394606276628031 
lO 0.0394606276628026 
11 0.0249999382077033 0.4051455253806329 
1 IITri(i) SIITri 
1 0.1593159861717294 
2 0.1975876837571649 
3 0.2424895375589269 
4 0.1476798000365794 
5 0.1405743328664472 
6 0.28023888537 4037 4 
7 0.1484964182455016 
8 0.1178711621120287 
9 0.1274996933722246 
lO 0.1763396861752290 
11 0.1518727943689272 
12 0.2532876227863234 
13 0.2006157100168959 2.3438693128420152 
Domi 3.1415926535897940 
OAth 3.1415926535897931 
Error 8.882e-016 
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Table A.5: Domain= 2 Ktol= 1.010 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.800 inttype=l ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0152466827926192 2 0.0357398735414043 
3 0.0057592688938539 4 0.0389506905122061 
5 0.0304203602692408 6 0.0478869592586950 
7 0.0482942900375268 8 0.0095357341286838 
9 0.0152466827926192 10 0.0357398735414043 
11 0.0057592688938538 12 0.0389506905122061 
13 0.0304203602692405 14 0.0478869592586950 
15 0.0482942900375269 16 0.009535734 1286839 0.4636677188684595 
1 IBTri(i) I IBTri(i) SIBTri 
1 0.0236240797228581 2 0.0109286575999904 
3 0.0 11 1298375508420 4 0.0245953323609178 
5 0.0361522986025957 6 0.0579728268242818 
7 0.01853895 19157069 8 Q0126557572486605 
9 0.0236240797228582 10 0.0 10928657 5999902 
11 0.01 11298375508420 12 0.0245953323609 178 
13 0.0361522986025959 14 0.0579728268242820 
15 0.0185389519157068 16 0.0126557 572486604 0.3911954836517064 
I IITri(i) I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.060084525 1854588 2 0.135268 1510862017 
3 0.0523687 5702 14492 4 0.1585346334592473 
5 0.07787 13157494316 6 0.1448803880133568 
7 0.0687316790312601 8 Q097 1513125759727 
9 0.0228955018437005 10 0.0569477781152724 
11 0.0697833020012900 12 0.0695383651792037 
13 0.0 181975013990242 14 0.0548290633 103836 
15 0.0591307059798837 16 0.08 17486240362599 
17 0.0668378268275694 18 0.04642342 14250921 
19 0.0595302235301534 20 0. 1110822921333553 
21 0. 1082071795 162142 22 0.0399405721741962 
23 0.0243490451 156788 24 0.0094216729949004 1.6937538377045558 
Doml 2.5486170402247215 
DAth 2.5486170402247197 
Error 1.776e-0 15 
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Table A.6: Domain= 2 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.800 inttype= l ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i)(SIDBU) 
I 0.0052387102843776 2 0.0074171462555671 3 0.0097243821784555 
4 0.0066743609964534 5 0.0057592688938539 6 0.0099479050023799 
7 0.0079796390312343 8 0.0304203602692408 9 0.0088665738422306 
10 0.0239538395698378 11 0.0093214270104 7 44 12 0.0184510896039846 
13 0.0316985104726453 14 0.0074171462555670 15 0.0097243821784555 
16 0.0066743609964534 17 0.0057592688938538 18 0.0099479050023799 
19 0.0079796390312343 20 0.0304203602692405 21 0.0088665738422305 
22 0.0239538395698378 23 0.0093214270104745 24 0.0184510896039847 
25 0.0095357341286839 0.3235049401931309 
I IDTri(i) I IDTri(i) I IDTri(i)(SIDTri) 
L 0.0053151291566241 2 0.0064237855177571 3 0.0072380004154351 
4 0.0049692495416319 5 0.0070676314562802 6 0.0065106996637633 
7 0.0116686471746983 8 0.0108652974094595 9 0.0114346468573765 
10 0.0114962864945403 11 0.0117898405756543 12 0.0240538140669638 
13 0.0114383173095025 14 0.0064237855177571 15 0.0072380004154351 
16 0.0049692495416317 17 0.0070676314562802 18 0.0065106996637634 
19 0.0116686471746982 20 0.0108652974094596 21 0.0114346468573766 
22 0.0114962864945403 23 0.0117898405756543 24 0.0122911171689124 
25 0.0073151648631715 0.2393417127783673 
I IITri(i) 1 IITri(i) I IITri(i)(SIITri) 
1 0.0366667798211322 2 0.0452811021544737 3 0.0674975425992733 
4 0.0233307781710034 5 0.1172930285884699 6 0.0923789143782040 
7 0.0838445745604150 8 0.1286968266005022 9 0.0958648703240257 
10 0.2171568811323051 11 0.0249267462750977 12 0.0329603466404092 
13 0.0233307781710032 14 0.0861514461116622 15 0.0638523636971780 
16 0.0219847830431801 17 0.029982 L 570985571 18 0.0450549455389333 
19 0.0353611825776218 20 0.0461966274708665 21 0.0535645909744190 
22 0.0238810365985029 23 0.0596985016625379 24 0.0062180652542337 
25 0. 0499098356495397 26 0.0246712144302083 27 0.1113725067868735 
28 0.0548290114418207 29 0.0152555264418681 30 0.0469308688522370 
3 1 0.0162953964939845 32 0.0259653310039546 33 0.0230618433298061 
34 0.0476099661965870 35 0.0442501800710755 36 0.0271622601925190 
37 0.0372815769187417 1.9857703872532231 
Doml 2.548617040224 7215 
OAth 2.5486170402247197 
Error 1.776e-0 15 
53 
Table A. 7: Domain= 2 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.800 inttype= I ni= 3 no= I 0 
1 IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) 1 IDBU(i)(SIDBU) 
I 0.0052387102843776 2 0.0074171462555672 3 0.0097243821784554 
4 0.0066743609964534 5 0.0057592688938539 6 0.0099479050023799 
7 0.0079796390312343 8 0.0304203602692408 9 0.0088665738422306 
lO 0.0239538395698378 I I 0.0093214270104744 12 0.0184510896039846 
13 0.0316985104726453 14 0.0074171462555670 15 0.0097243821784555 
16 0.0066743609964533 17 0.0057592688938538 18 0.0099479050023799 
19 0.0079796390312343 20 0.0304203602692405 21 0.0088665738422305 
22 0.0239538395698377 23 0.0093214270104745 24 0.0184510896039847 
25 0.0095357341286838 0.3235049401931308 
1 ffiTri(i) I ffiTri(i) I ffiTri (i)(SffiTri) 
I 0.0053151291566241 2 0.0064237855177571 3 0.0072380004154351 
4 0.0049692495416318 5 0.0070676314562802 6 0.0065106996637633 
7 0.0116686471746981 8 0.010865297 4094597 9 0.0 11 4346468573766 
10 0.01 14962864945403 II 0.0 117898405756542 12 0.0240538140669638 
13 0.0114383173095025 14 0.0064237855177571 15 0.0072380004154351 
16 0.0049692495416317 17 0.0070676314562802 18 0.0065106996637634 
19 0.0116686471746983 20 0.0108652974094594 21 0.0114346468573766 
22 0.0114962864945404 23 0.0117898405756542 24 0.0122911171689125 
25 0.0073151648631714 0.2393417127783671 
I IITri(i) I IITri(i) I IITri(i)( SIITri) 
1 0.1416751517589814 2 0.0793109665989241 3 0.0636932381956253 
4 0.0357615912319698 5 0.0461718824718687 6 0.1224249668013273 
7 0.0478198319955308 8 0.0277 600940721045 9 0.0236414717232721 
10 0.048024 37227 883 53 11 0.0435193847161199 12 0.0399750576893157 
13 0.0469173218188508 14 0.0343893397698440 15 0.1002455231555996 
16 0.0233307781710035 17 0.06413247505l0673 18 0.0062180652542336 
19 0.0711384269416211 20 0.1715807834809878 21 0.0252665367102080 
22 0.0725768559734511 23 0.0407898473400633 24 0.0557920272576906 
25 0.0181213352279526 26 0.0440522500670270 27 0.0421887190524903 
28 0.0544860845964130 29 0.0393009302222624 30 0.0190331086730051 
31 0.0429012528639235 32 0.0289660084251046 33 0.0402008437748056 
34 0.0309260825050361 35 0.0588063947939695 36 0.0453305271485399 
37 0.0062180652542336 38 0.0326991738811918 39 0.0503836203087725 
1.9857703872532233 
Doml 2.5486170402247215 
DAth 2.5486170402247197 
Error l.776e-0 15 
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Table A.8: Domain= 3 Ktol= 1.010 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.250 inttype= l ni= 3 no= I 0 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0076178202742058 
2 0.8757746308431256 
3 0.8833760723571715 
4 1.0475777781522115 
5 0.5316822805684234 3.3460285821951379 
I IDTri(i) SIDTri 
I 0.0596895186586801 
2 0.6440072597419695 
3 0.6983599980001447 
4 0.4445167748649518 
5 0.0613200199630482 1.90789357 12287943 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.6295104370443414 
2 0.4440224503649917 
3 0.8393032001684629 1.9128360875777961 
Domi 7.1667582410017285 
DAth 7.1667582410017161 
Error J .243e-014 
55 
Table A.9: Domain= 3 Kto1= 0.505 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.250 inttype=1 ni= 3 no= I 0 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0076 178202742058 
2 0.2646340549687950 
3 0.1620639146149792 
4 0.1870843076037456 
5 0.153917760442179 1 
6 0.3361685029576524 
7 0.3 11 8633869087698 
8 0.1540560778784479 1.5774058256487749 
i ffiTri(i) SIDTri 
1 0.0337330828975352 
2 0.2406316368097086 
3 0.2205330885099039 
4 0. 191852 1431046180 
5 0.2013756752396134 
6 0. 1935245191930942 
7 0.2014054529369058 
8 0.0368531441398521 1.3199087428312311 
1 IITri(i) SIITri 
1 0.368037823 1125521 
2 0.4292662 193886329 
3 0.4909 192836517631 
4 0.52697982878989 15 
5 0.4998983206806492 
6 0.6794516274894935 
7 0.2690930160209732 
8 0.3572046479477795 
9 0.2862343025019384 
lO 0.36235860293804 18 4.2694436725217155 
Doml 7. 16675824 10017214 
OAth 7.16675824 10017161 
Error 5.329e-Ol5 
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Table A.JO: Domain= 4 Ktol= l.OIO toffset= 0.000 A= 0.600 inttype=l ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0806346061011108 
2 0.4195069024459193 
3 0.4222773571898267 
4 0.2080225515166117 
5 0.3931962161475869 
6 0.4571857733237375 
7 0.0964689225297811 
8 0.2913334360894239 2.3686257653439977 
I ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
I 0.1998979489899334 
2 0.2240812266103771 
3 0.2378046255452929 
4 0.2486576088684849 
5 0.2304660412262485 
6 0.1898661521224632 
7 0.1719277172532277 
8 0.1682137929875677 1.6709151136035953 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
1 0.2976028172881486 
2 0.3547879851232922 
3 0.3731385368370737 
4 0.2423310288447819 
5 0.5007522827892355 
6 0.1635278376321627 
7 0.1821937331318171 
8 0.4115806620810355 
9 0.3771225589488311 
10 0.2241799193777550 3.1272173620541337 
Doml 7.1667582410017268 
DAth 7.1667582410017161 
Error 1.066e-014 
57 
Table A. 11: Domain= 4 Kto1= 0.505 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.600 inttype= I ni= 3 no= I 0 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.040691697 5229372 
2 0.2451585688195236 
3 0.2104664109305450 
4 0.1850221954080042 
5 0.2458032318889334 
6 0.0244484503415815 
7 0.12734085345 11 369 
8 0.1866435559357965 
9 0.2172647077625856 
10 0.23020 18693623797 
II 0.150381816681 157 1 
12 0.1 190860450410604 1.9825094031456409 
I ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
I 0.0685651702664897 
2 0.085722997 5620607 
3 0. 1000171263030866 
4 0.0931014123436695 
5 0.0530240322747217 
6 0.0755256461589515 
7 0.07727865039781 16 
8 0. 1079820760682552 
9 0.0878272092419269 
10 0.0941413309150867 
II 0.0834168462590792 
12 0.0791847531560617 1.00578725094 72010 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.1317 140466814935 
2 0. 1247815975142604 
3 0.8410673481546570 
4 1.1373918322745240 
5 0.0797826240199360 
6 1.0302184214056238 
7 0.3035849215905435 
8 0.0998053550739204 
9 0. 1937707365488421 
10 0.2363447036450779 4.1784615869088784 
Doml 7.16675824 10017205 
DAth 7.1667582410017161 
Error 4.441e-015 
58 
Table A.12: Domain= 4 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.600 inttype= I ni= 3 no= I 0 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0406916975229372 
2 0.2451585688195236 
3 0.2104664109305451 
4 0.1850221954080039 
5 0.2458032318889334 
6 0.0244484503415814 
7 0.1273408534511370 
8 0.1866435559357964 
9 0.2172647077625856 
10 0.2302018693623796 
11 0.1503818166811570 
12 0.1190860450410604 1.9825094031456407 
I ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
I 0.0685651702664899 
2 0.085722997 5620607 
3 0.1000171263030863 
4 0.0931014123436695 
5 0.0530240322747218 
6 0.0755256461589515 
7 0.0772786503978115 
8 0.1079820760682555 
9 0.0878272092419272 
10 0.0941413309150862 
ll 0.0834168462590791 
12 0.0791847531560617 1.00578725094720 I 0 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.6349944124422928 
2 0.1247815975142601 
3 0.5641701054882167 
4 0.2173063373523780 
5 0.5687469533793439 
6 0.3259142400124516 
7 0.1317140466814937 
8 0.3199333109106662 
9 0.5036430450315240 
10 0.1467391066216873 
ll 0.1800577733098094 
12 0.460460658164 7 548 4.1784615869088793 
Doml 7.1667582410017214 
DAth 7.1667582410017161 
Error 5.329e-015 
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Table A.13: Domain= 5 Ktol= 0.200 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.850 inttype= I ni= 3 no= I 0 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0030120130517980 
2 0.0585538928537949 
3 0.0030120130517979 
4 0.0030120130517980 
5 0.0585538928537950 
6 0.0030120130517978 
7 0.0030120130517981 
8 0.0585538928537948 
9 0.0030120130517979 
10 0.0030120130517980 
11 0.0585538928537948 
12 0.0030120130517979 0.2583116758295631 
I ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
I 0.0275788640095416 
2 0.0275788640095421 
3 0.0000000000000000 
4 0.0275788640095418 
5 0.0275788640095418 
6 0.0000000000000000 
7 0.0275788640095416 
8 0.0275788640095421 
9 0.0000000000000000 
10 0.0275788640095418 
II 0.0275788640095421 
12 0.000000000000000 0.2206309120763349 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.1340926727398598 
2 0.0245266087395493 
3 0.0296978609276148 
4 0.0444246814818553 
5 0.0599701303303900 
6 0.1340926727398598 
7 0.0502627362231481 
8 0.0593033277771620 
9 0.0813919831 154182 
10 0.0813919831 154183 0.699 154657 1902758 
Domi 1.178097245096 1738 
DAth 1.178097245096 1724 
Error 1.332e-015 
60 
Table A.J4: Domain= 6 Ktol= 0.300 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype= l ni= 3 no= lO 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
l 12.1349540849362750 
2 12. 1349540849362650 
3 12.1349540849362540 
4 12.1349540849362610 48.5398163397450590 
1 IBTri(i) SIBTri 
I 5.2499999999999982 
2 5.2499999999999947 
3 5.25000000000000 18 
4 5.2500000000000018 20.9999999999999960 
1 IITri(i) SIITri 
I 4.5000000000000018 
2 4.5000000000000000 9.0000000000000018 
Doml 78.5398163397450590 
OAth 78.5398163397448310 
Error 2.274e-013 
Table A.l5: Domain= 6 Kto1= 0.300 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.400 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 12.1349540849362720 
2 12. 1349540849362660 
3 12.1349540849362590 
4 12.1349540849362610 48.5398163397450590 
1 IBTri(i) SIBTri 
I 5.2500000000000018 
2 5.2500000000000018 
3 5.2500000000000018 
4 5.2500000000000018 21.0000000000000070 
1 IITri(i) SIITri 
1 4.4999999999999982 
2 4.5000000000000018 9.0000000000000000 
Doml 78.5398163397450730 
DAth 78.5398 163397448310 
Error 2.416e-013 
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Table A.I6: Domain= 6 Kto1= 0.150 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
1 IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 2.4431083717035356 
2 2.4431083717035311 
3 2.4431083717035365 
4 2.4431083717035342 
5 2.4431083717035378 
6 2.4431083717035347 
7 2.4431083717035342 
8 2.4431083717035325 19.5448669736282740 
1 ffiTri(i) SffiTri 
1 2.1228445071621067 
2 2.1228445071621174 
3 2.1228445071621107 
4 2.1228445071621120 
5 2.1228445071621129 
6 2.1228445071621111 
7 2.1228445071621129 
8 2.1228445071621174 16.9827560572969000 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 3.4449626895258145 
2 5.2415251013271025 
3 3.9670218899120817 
4 3.98 11626993929190 
5 3.3732497148860778 
6 3.6952509380197744 
7 3.1338635619288850 
8 4.1349742689288966 
9 5.7901447611624484 
10 5.2500376837357461 42.0121933088197470 
Doml 78.5398163397449170 
OAth 78.5398 1633974483 10 
Error 8.527e-014 
62 
Table A. l 7: Domain= 7 Kto1= 0.300 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype=1 ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
1 0.0192419563038928 
2 0.2623164342838500 
3 2.5939957481 152156 
4 0.5865052893 183780 
5 0.2344400674842517 
6 1.0173525437996001 
7 1.8496257792112303 
8 0.256405 1084076985 6.8198829269241168 
I IBTri(i) SIBTri 
1 0.0679868791133457 
2 0.7397790443842618 
3 1.0889793407153319 
4 0.2775116764255152 
5 0.3880142884760233 
6 1.3037017898436329 
7 0.56 12076970757931 
8 0.0657219593901378 4.4929026754240420 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 2.0193 159778219734 
2 0.6634885731048792 
3 1.8739480221656173 
4 0.6993493450595635 
5 0.8950646003454863 
6 0.4603474441175333 
7 0.258748 1666447045 
8 0.6665081899308722 7.5367703191906310 
Doml 18.8495559215387910 
DAth 18.8495559215387590 
Error 3.197e-O 14 
63 
Table A. 18: Domain= 7 Ktol= 0.100 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype= l ni= 3 no= 10 
1 IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) 1 IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
0.0192419563038928 2 0.0205063465870638 3 0.0230267923901505 
4 0.1252549499026477 5 0.1532655405054883 6 0.4046092777000392 
7 0.1470318368272389 8 0.1179017950554232 9 0.0210307819103121 
lO 0.0194261134995240 11 0.0192419563038926 12 0.0205063465870635 
13 0.023026792390 1506 14 0.1252549499026478 15 0.1532655405054878 
16 0.4046092777000379 17 0.14 70318368272391 18 0.1179017950554230 
19 0.0210307819103121 20 0.0194261134995241 2.1025907813635594 
I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.0200703782313123 2 0.0220795043852158 3 0.0542636590121637 
4 0.1415675353536590 5 0.2553267855759921 6 0.2474829252170122 
7 0.1317761761172936 8 0.0493920468868157 9 0.0203655417867392 
11 0.0200703782313123 12 0.0220795043852161 14 0.1415675353536600 
15 0.2553267855759919 16 0.2474829252170118 17 0.1317761761172931 
18 0.0493920468868154 19 0.0203655417867391 20 0.0194605711903346 
1.9235702475 130760 
I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.3674710507704692 2 1.1833343787291453 3 0.8367170401165851 
4 0.9108091454562883 5 0.0596489090038578 6 0.3529762372504733 
7 0.3453466905274022 8 0.6128435122061414 9 0.4419204566818264 
lO 0.8440882424710419 11 1.06597796037 59296 12 0.6705704075330708 
14 0.9436434729986886 15 1.9489127556906150 17 0.2745280351561342 
18 0.2802531926623633 19 0.2960432634030561 20 0.4553803775558357 
21 0.5826154380068946 22 0.3998638202371961 14.8233948926621300 
Doml 18.8495559215387660 
DAth 18.8495559215387590 
Error 7. l05e-O 15 
64 
Table A. I 9: Domain= 7 Ktol= 0.100 toffset= 0. 125 A= 0.400 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) I IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.0192419563038930 2 0.0205063465870638 3 0.0230267923901505 
4 0.1252549499026476 5 0.1532655405054882 6 0.4046092777000390 
7 0.14 703 18368272384 8 0.1179017950554230 9 0.0210307819103121 
10 0.0 194261134995241 11 0.0192419563038925 12 0.0205063465870635 
13 0.0230267923901505 14 0.1252549499026479 15 0.1532655405054881 
16 0.4046092777000379 17 0.1470318368272394 18 0.1179017950554229 
19 0.0210307819103 120 20 0.0194261 134995242 2.1025907813635580 
i IBTri(i) I IBTri(i) I IBTri(i)( SIBTRI) 
l 0.0200703782313120 2 0.0220795043852155 3 0.0542636590121639 
4 0.1415675353536592 5 0.2553267855759912 6 0.2474829252170114 
7 0.1317761761172934 8 0.0493920468868159 9 0.0203655417867392 
10 0.0194605711903351 11 0.0200703782313121 12 0.0220795043852163 
13 0.0542636590121641 14 0.1415675353536597 15 0.25532678557599 15 
16 0.24 7 4829252170120 17 0.1317761761172933 18 0.0493920468868157 
19 0.0203655417867393 20 0.0194605711903347 1.9235702475130754 
I IITriU(i) I IITri(i) I IITri(i)( SIITRI) 
1 0.0596489090038576 2 0.9770201281537811 3 1.0882184067730845 
4 0.06157155506454 76 5 0.1653158442144221 6 2.5 114298844197545 
7 0.209437552505779 L 8 0.23922 17023912446 9 0.2643229098032564 
10 0.3299976340572380 11 1.3026111149630077 12 0.3426732622966178 
13 1.7108352995875165 14 0.7534780654512683 15 0.7988310898569209 
16 0.6358234696973404 17 0.0596489090038576 18 0.1032788189033338 
19 0.1635070622440826 20 1.3993644040184132 21 1.0006 11 7 18262 L 146 
22 0.6465471519906936 14.8233948926621370 
Doml 18.8495559215387690 
OAth 18.8495559215387590 
Error l.066e-014 
65 
Table A.20: Domain= 8 Ktol= 0.300 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype= I ni= 3 no= I 0 
I IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0106102739359904 
2 0.3353135510592122 
3 0. 1353526243491275 
4 0.0679253501345101 
5 0.0683845646847669 
6 0. 1417246239617011 
7 0.3353135510592126 
8 0.1353526243491275 
9 0.0679253501345 105 
10 0.0683845646847669 
II 0.0599202626509373 1.4262073410038631 
I IBTri(i) SIBTri 
I 0.0608858831822829 
2 0.1985957728991816 
3 0.09 15072209489635 
4 0.0647233018401635 
5 0.0929148450104113 
6 0.2017951142841647 
7 0.1985957728991816 
8 0.09 15072209489639 
9 0.0647233018401633 
10 0.06 18 126169535481 
II 0.0252624378572973 1. 15232348866432 17 
I IITri(i) SIITri 
I 0.3835347510209040 
2 0.407 485 1693491383 
3 0.4683527200092036 
4 0.34468128189701 03 
5 0.54294 7 44698597 19 
6 0.3279516283654357 
7 0.3210827472886684 
8 0.3763524828027385 
9 0.4108357749403384 
10 0.2266045740723420 
II 0.2607198766463683 
12 0. 1770251089572894 
13 0.3406538489981287 4.5882274 11 3335377 
Doml 7. 1667582410017223 
OAth 7.1667582410017 161 
Error 6.21 7e-O 15 
66 
Table A.21: Domain= 8 Ktol= 0.300 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.400 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= I 0 
l IDBU(i) SIDBU 
I 0.0106102739359905 
2 0.3353135510592120 
3 0.1353526243491276 
4 0.0679253501345103 
5 0.0683845646847671 
6 0.1417246239617008 
7 0.3353135510592124 
8 0 .1353526243491273 
9 0.0679253501345103 
10 0.0683845646847669 
11 0.059920262650937 6 1.4262073410038627 
l IBTri(i) SIDTri 
I 0.0608858831822830 
2 0.1985957728991818 
3 0.0915072209489631 
4 0.0647233018401636 
5 0.0929148450104112 
6 0.2017951142841645 
7 0.1985957728991823 
8 0.0915072209489636 
9 0.0647233018401632 
10 0.0618126169535479 
11 0.0252624378572974 1.15232348866432 14 
l IITri(i) SllTri 
1 0.4171424701201173 
2 0.3361084054528364 
3 0.3264491322480295 
4 0.4373447914689272 
5 0.4021828076871729 
6 0.1900132801722577 
7 0.3879609668007828 
8 0.2550392473403921 
9 0.2372068561211818 
10 0.351 0867019352025 
11 0.4426971929329084 
12 0.3159236774700847 
13 0.4890718815836439 4.5882274113335377 
Doml 7. 16675824 1001 72 14 
OAth 7. 16675824 10017161 
Error 5.329e-015 
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Table A.22: Domain= 8 Kto1= 0.150 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.400 inttype= l ni= 3 no= l 0 
1 IDBU(i) i IDBU(i) I IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.0106102739359904 2 0.0781395512436460 3 0.0725422944012146 
4 0.0503036485955525 5 0.0133269398977840 6 0.0142165364047832 
7 0.014656133742690 l 8 0.0146842390844608 9 0.0143082255230615 
10 0.0134963840736893 11 0.0525095950497196 12 0.0781395512436458 
13 0.0725422944012145 14 0.0503036485955521 15 0.0133269398977840 
16 0.0142165364047835 17 0.0146561337426902 18 0.0146842390844607 
19 0.0143082255230615 20 0.0134963840736892 21 0.0122348589157140 
0.6467026338351876 
I IBTri(i) I IBTri(i) I IBTri(i)( SIBTRI) 
1 0.0302720963470605 2 0.0695259859867209 3 0.0625324526333216 
4 0.0266174007912832 5 0.0140039564275301 6 0.0146433894248231 
7 0.0148626392545471 8 0.0146937576679376 9 0.0141155410312889 
10 0.0272153620940711 II 0.0653685296112971 12 0.0695259859867207 
13 0.0625324526333216 14 0. 026617 4007912828 15 0.0140039564275302 
16 0.0146433894248232 17 0.01486263925454 71 18 0.0146937576679376 
19 0.0141155410312888 20 0.0130851136474970 21 0.0116209959479438 
0.6095523440827739 
1 IITriU(i) i IITri(i) 1 IITri(i)( SIITRI) 
l 0.1076962493442713 2 0.2570307 439841055 3 0.1853007426500444 
4 0.1425199655242159 5 0.1343688153071533 6 0.3306712978198380 
7 0.2891557695330080 8 0.2650056986463234 9 0.2544693941708545 
10 0.2612733381724272 I l 0.2443939602406489 12 0.2547762692115303 
13 0.1103528833064926 14 0.23079603826337 41 15 0.1188561093776536 
16 0.1302926876021077 17 0.1073621365984 711 18 0.1109275620041353 
19 0.0917606456854562 20 0.1199878378066671 21 0. 1007080351932675 
22 0. 11 53348738563913 23 0.1338113517205857 24 0.1531220641666133 
25 0.2602361445006044 26 0.4 705919088981154 27 0.2226428853523382 
28 0.2123368241084921 29 0.1441102708277163 30 0.1939907303516385 
31 0.1566200288592172 5.9 105032630837577 
Doml 7.16675824 10017197 
DAth 7.1667582410017161 
Error 3.553e-015 
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Table A.23: Domain= 9 Ktol= 1.010 toffset= 0.125 A= 0.600 inttype= I ni= 3 no= l 0 
i IDBU(i) I IDBU(i) 1 IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.0094383496887459 2 0.22174I8975329012 3 0.0885243418238342 
4 0.0895187413547605 5 0.0384I82359088408 6 0.192450I952096270 
7 0.2I127226532293IO 8 0.22I7418975329006 9 0.0885243418238345 
10 0.0895I874I3547596 I 1 0.0384I82359088407 12 O.I924501952096271 
13 0.1097957637412317 1.59 18I32024128351 
1 IBTri(i) I IBTri(i) I IBTri(i)( SIBTRI) 
I 0.0377668165209730 2 0.0819171988866212 3 0.0885877733755971 
4 0.1014824838346029 5 0.0829830222864006 6 0.1166877722401115 
7 O.I138007605778885 8 0.0819171988866208 9 0.0885877733755971 
lO O.IOI4824838346027 II 0.0829830222864008 12 0.0846528957984288 
13 0.030 1728182I82000 1.093022020 1220451 
i IITriU(i) I IITri(i) 1 IITri(i)( SIITRI) 
l 0.2391555634258940 2 0.3419123542904071 3 0.6570528082543928 
4 0.7I57958I4I9III65 5 0.2385970656625361 6 O.I619931062723124 
7 0.3I71933483616679 8 0.4262934203791505 9 0.0796955812313963 
lO 0.2071308659709150 1I 0.2771278709366218 I2 0.2605558954628964 
13 0.2255237402264649 14 0.1222909745425779 15 O.I29I378021017614 
4.3994562113101106 
Doml 7.0842914338449905 
DAth 7.08429I4338449834 
Error 7.l05e-015 
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Table A.24: Domain= 9 Ktol= I.O I 0 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.600 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= I 0 
l IDBU(i) l IDBU(i) l IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
l 0.0094383496887459 2 0.22174189753290I2 3 0.0885243418238344 
4 0.0895187413547605 5 0.0384182359088408 6 0.192450 195209627I 
7 0.21I2722653229309 8 0.2217 41897 5329006 9 0.0885243418238344 
10 Q0895187413547597 11 0.0384182359088407 12 0.1924501952096271 
13 0.1097957637412316 I .59I8132024 128349 
1 IDTri(i) l IDTri(i) l IDTri(i)( SIBTRI) 
I 0.0377668165209730 2 0.0819171988866208 3 0.0885877733755971 
4 0.1014824838346029 5 0.0829830222864005 6 0.1166877722401119 
7 O.I138007605778882 8 0.0819171988866208 9 0.0885877733755973 
lO 0.1014824838346028 11 0.0829830222864008 12 0.0846528957984286 
13 0.0301728182182001 1.0930220201220449 
l IITriU(i) 1 IITri(i) l IITri(i)( SIITRI) 
I 0.4454295296960365 2 0.21I5226875208807 3 0.5788821669589772 
4 0.2006473862361557 5 0.2053122640844227 6 0.3096074366267606 
7 0.272136862725256I 8 0.4395607225771733 9 0.2390445951215974 
10 0.3438405737093796 11 0.2860431664063889 12 0.0796955812313963 
13 0.3443007941015533 I4 0.2296698734635185 15 0.2137 625708506149 
4.3994562113101123 
Doml 7.0842914338449923 
OAth 7.08429 14338449834 
Error 8.882e-015 
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Table A.25: Domain= 9 Ktol= 0.505 toffset= 0.000 A= 0.500 inttype= 1 ni= 3 no= 10 
1 IDBU(i) 1 IDBU(i) 1 IDBU(i)( SIDBU) 
1 0.006994 229 5013405 2 0.0139384048700936 3 0.0772334837101277 
4 0.0792270096606367 5 0.0152268321358461 6 0 .05965102485 16697 
7 0.0574459710907693 8 0.058415 1322112393 9 0.0623 13837775429 1 
10 0.0139384048700932 1 I 0.0772334837101279 I2 0.0792270096606368 
13 0.015226832 1358461 14 0.05965102485 16691 15 0.0574459710907687 
16 0.0584151322112394 17 0.02108163523 11 533 0.8126654195686867 
1 IDTri(i) 1 IDTri(i) i IBTri(i)( SIBTRI) 
1 0.0052487719398144 2 0.0291216607203657 3 0.03971238253 10580 
4 0.029 1675778857858 5 0.0 132055490195906 6 0.0892241833904267 
7 0. 1350425156528417 8 0.0900546591792377 9 0.012696525 1346813 
10 0.029 12 16607203660 11 0.0397123825310580 12 0.029 1675778857859 
13 0.0132055490195903 14 0.0892241833904266 15 0.1350425156528415 
16 0.0432367235069079 17 0.0148746050786790 0.8370590232394570 
1 IITriU(i) 1 IITri(i) 1 IITri(i)( SIITRI) 
1 0.3326149829549505 2 0.27965 17805453879 3 0.18378947285 I I 294 
4 0.1890048521737300 5 0.3567225743831803 6 Q4336637355096984 
7 0.051 1690629062038 8 0.3537592725 190244 9 0.1549707543390802 
10 0.3704997 449530461 11 0.4341585032473612 12 0.2 194812822790975 
13 0. 1866394797984863 14 0.075750297401 1167 15 0.2632440796390729 
16 0. 1240218199 I00759 17 0.108398161 1807662 18 0.191960908 I327731 
19 0.29303622 14795945 20 0.180608 1718792307 21 0.138 1536259896249 
22 0.05393078 15265780 23 0.2365662000 I 14 147 24 0.0728416959027787 
25 0.1499295295234399 5.4345669910368404 
Doml 7.0842914338449843 
DAth 7.08429 I4338449834 
Error 8.882e-016 
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